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About This Content

If you liked "Missing Translation" and you'd like to support us you can do that buying our Deluxe Edition. Here's a list of what
you'll get for purchasing it!

DISCLAIMER: Nothing playable on this DLC, just additional content for those who enjoyed the game. "Missing
Translation" is 100% free on PC.

 Concept art, used over development

 Full sountrack, plus original scores

 Beautiful exclusive art made for this edition

 Scans from design notebook

 Exclusive wallpapers

 Photos!
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A lot of fun twin stick shooter, I'd definitely recommend it!. Neat short adventure game from ZX Spectrum era, but with
abandoned support sadly (F12 key brings debug console, absent crouch or death animations..). Same as the other Arizona Rose
game...you like these types of puzzles, you'll like these. If not, you won't. Not much else to say about it.

The game-killer for me came when a pop-up ad interrupted my game, which leads to an automatic deletion when that happens,
so be warned of that as well. This is the reason for the low play time, if anybody cares.. Bought this at 90% off and I am using
Oculus Rift. I went though the tutorial area and liked it. This game is in develpment and there are things still to do, but given the
price point and it was on sale I think it is worth buying to see where it goes. Sometimes its nice to watch a game grow.

Only met 1 person when playing (was at off hours), but they were very helpful.
Also, it is all PvE, with no PvP; I meantion this as I saw a comment that stated the reverse.. So much fun. For only 99 cents it's
such a fun game. Just click and shoot. Would be cool to see multiplayer though.. I love these Mystery Case File Games. This
brand was the one (besides Agatha Christie, not found on steam) that got me so interested in Hidden Object \/ Eye Spy games to
begin with all the way back in 2009! So surprised to see Steam offering these and grabbed them up to replay the nostalgia of
youth and bygone days passed before a computer screen!! Yes! do it!. Game Information

Dark Parables: The Swan Princess and the Dire Tree Collector's Edition is an Fragmented Object Game that was developed by
Eipix Entertainment and published by Big Fish Games Studio.

The ninth chapter of the game's series. Previous installments as follows: "Curse of Briar Rose;" "The Exiled Prince;" "Rise of the
Snow Queen;" "The Red Riding Hood Sisters;" "The Final Cinderella;" "Jack and the Sky Kingdom;" "The Ballad of Rapunzel" and
"The Little Mermaid and the Purple Tide."

Please do note that currently there are two developers for this game series: Blue Tea Games and Eipix Entertainment.

Blue Tea Games developed the following "Dark Parables" games: "Curse of Briar Rose;" "The Exiled Prince;" "Rise of the Snow
Queen;" "The Red Riding Hood Sisters;" "The Final Cinderella;" "Jack and the Sky Kingdom;" "The Ballad of Rapunzel;" "Return of
the Salt Princess" and "The Match Girl's Lost Paradise."

Eipix Entertainment developed the following "Dark Parables" games: "The Little Mermaid and the Purple Tide;" "Queen of Sands;"
"Goldilocks and the Fallen Star;" "The Swan Princess and the Dire Tree;" "The Thief and the Tinderbox" and "Requiem for the
Forgotten Shadow."

Since this is a collector's edition game, it comes with extra features, that are not available in its' counterpart; the standard edition.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals for the game is nicely done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There are four different game difficulty modes to choose from: Casual; Hard; Insane and Custom.

There is no notebook in the game. But there is an objective panel in the game; it is used to keep track of all the objectives in the
game.

There is a padlock feature that is available to lock the inventory panel in place to make it stationary.
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There is an interactive map in the game. It allows the player to fast travel between each locations quickly without having the need to
constantly backtracking. It also indicates that there are variety of tasks that can be completed at various locations within the game.
The interactive map is automatically given at the start of the game.

There are some interactive items in the game. Most of the interactive item may require extra components before they can be interact
with. All interactive items are marked with a symbol in one of the corners.

The hidden object scenes are consists of the following: Fragmented items. Some of these hidden object scenes may require little or
no interaction. Most of the hidden object scenes can be replayed in the game's extra feature section.

The puzzles are fairly easy to solve without having the need to skip any of them. Some of the puzzles can be replayed in the game's
extra feature section as well.

There are two sets of collectibles in the game: Parables and Hidden Signs (Acorns). They are scattered throughout the game for the
player to find.

There is a separate collectible in game: Souvenir. But it can be accessed in the game's extra feature section only.

There are twelve different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of these achievements does come with
some requirements that needs to completed before they can be unlocked.

Since this is a collector's edition game, there is a bonus chapter, but it can be accessed only after the main story is completed.

Miscellaneous

There are extra features in the game: Bonus Chapter; Bonus Hidden Object Scenes; Bonus Puzzles; Wallpapers; Soundtracks;
Concept Art and Game's Strategy Guide. Most of these extra features can be accessed only after the entire game is completed.

There are six different trading cards to collect. The game only drop three of those trading cards. There are several ways to get the
rest of the trading cards: Purchased from the Steam's Community Market; Trade with friends; Booster Packs and its' Booster Pack
Creator.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. Iwould recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.
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Hey Catheryn, it's dad. I got your number from the internet image board known as 4chen.gov. Sorry, Ii'll keep this short. I heard
that you were in a game based in the UK (to authenticate this, there were Fish n Chipz trucks left and right as well as bad
weather sometimes). I would ask that you refrain from participating in such games from this point forward. Our family name
has been dragged through the mud on many occassions and I wouldn't want it to happen again. Please stay away from Africans.
Even though they say they'll give you money (2 million nigerian dillars), they are more than likely scamming you. Also, how are
you? Spot's dead, cancer. Lost him just recently. How have you been? It's dad, don't be mad. I know we've had our differences
that I won't go into for absolutely no reason, but I really think you should give me a call. I won't leave my number. Spot's dead,
cancer.

While I have your attention, I recently constructed my own game from the ground up known as Project RPG. I would appreciate
it if you could spend a cool, crisp, hard-earned 3.99 dollar bill, and get off your fat♥♥♥♥♥and purchase it (I know you're fat,
because all gamers are. This is what the local news has taught me). Spot's dead, cancer.

Have a great day and please buy my game. The children are starving and I can't afford the rent.

Spot's dead, cancer.. This add-on is really nice. If you are looking for a small route that contains some new locos and wagons,
with great sceanry, look no further. Falmouth Branch is an excellent route. I never use the scenarios included with these packs,
so I can't judge whether they work 100% or not, however, from using Free Roam, the route is great.

The locos it includes are:

Hall Class - Great loco. One of the older RSC Hall models from their old Hall pack, still sounds great and looks good.

0-4-0ST Shunter - These guys are awesome. Originally RSC had a Saddletank pack which included a bunch of these guys,
unfortunately the only way to get these engines are from this pack or the Isle of Wight. It includes blocks as buffers (forgot the
correct term), but if you own another of these 0-4-0 locos you can change the model and have proper buffers if you wish.

Pannier Tank - Haven't used this loco very much, however in the few times I did use it, it sounded and looked great. The sounds
seemed very similar to the Hall, having lots of the same features.

The question, is it worth $30? No. Not by a long shot. I don't think any Railworks DLC that has been produced actually is worth
their value. Especially the routes. If you wait for the Steam sales, like I did, $9 (currently) is a fantastic price for this add-on..
Interesting, but not very good.

Edit: Since one person didn't find this helpful, here ya go. It's sometimes slow, along with random spots (usually before a jump)
where it lags hard. As a platformer game this causes some issues. Once you quit the game, it will still continue until you "End
Process" in Task Manager. The process name is nw.exe as you cannot simply end application.. I've spent more on real books and
I think I like this more. That said, it clocks in a much shorter than I had hoped and lacks any features that could have made it
better. Over all I liked it okay, but I can't recommend The Hero of Kendrickstone.. Full disclosure: I was a playtester on this
game and I've worked with the developer, Mr. Hicks, in the past. I paid for my own copy of the game, as well.

As a fan of platforming, adventure games, and puzzle games, I think this quaint, personal journey is worth trying out. You have
an equal amount of jumping puzzles and logic puzzles, but they all support the game's main idea of perseverance and empathy.
Some players may not appreciate the interpersonal message here, but it doesn't get in the way of gameplay. The puzzles here can
be tricky and specific. The closest two games I can say this game reminds me of are 'Braid' and 'The Witness' but smaller in
scope.

The presentation is rock solid, with gorgeous art, colors, sound design, and backgrounds. It's easy to tell what's going on in the
world, and the UI has an appropriate level of feedback. The controls are responsive, and the entire experience feels polished.
Since I was a tester for a bit, my play time is skewed to me being familiar with the game. It's worth noting that the game opens
up a 'new game plus' playthrough once you complete the third act. You'd have learned some specific skills by then, and when
you replay the game, to paraphrase 'The Big Lebowski,' "new s*** has come to light."

This game has a ton of heart thanks to the MichaelArts team. Try it out for yourself.. Very cute and decently challenging
plattformer.
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Controls are resposnive and there are extra collectables and score for people into harder stuff.. Hard to get into but pretty damn
good once you do. Would be nice to have more ship models though.
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